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Equation of state and intermolecular interactions in fluid hydrogen
from Brillouin scattering at high pressures and temperatures
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Institute of Materials Science, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8573, Japan
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Brillouin scattering spectra of fluid hydrogen were measured at high pressures~1 to 13 GPa! and
temperatures~293 to 526 K!. From these sound velocity data together with previously reported
volume and ultrasonic velocity data at low pressures and temperatures, we determined a
Benedict-typeP-V-T equation of state valid for fluid hydrogen up to the maximum pressures and
temperatures of this study with an average deviation of 1.0% from the new and previously published
experimental data. Using the equation of state, the pressure and temperature dependences of
thermodynamic properties were calculated. We examined three types of intermolecular potentials for
fluid hydrogen, and found that the Hemley–Silvera–Goldman potential gives superior fits to the
experimentally derived equation of state over a wide temperature range above 6 GPa. Discrepancies
found in the high temperature range at low pressures provide additional constraints on determination
of the intermolecular potential. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1575196#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of hydrogen over a broad range of therm
dynamic conditions is fundamental to a variety range
problems in the physical sciences.1–4 Of paramount impor-
tance is the accurate determination of the pressure-volu
temperature (P-V-T) equation of state~EOS! in its fluid and
solid phases as well as the melting line that defines the p
boundary between these phases. At a fundamental level,
data provide key information on the evolution of interm
lecular and interatomic interactions with changing press
and temperature. Indeed, the construction of accurate in
molecular and interatomic potentials from such data is
ceedingly useful for representing both the microscopic a
bulk properties of the material over a broadP-T range. Mea-
surements of the EOS of the fluid are also essential for
veloping a complete thermodynamic description for hyd
gen for thermochemical calculations~e.g., Ref. 5!. There is
also growing interest in the EOS of the highP-T fluid in
view of the reported transitions at high pressures on sh
compression~starting at 50 GPa!.6–10 The behavior of fluid
hydrogen under these conditions is crucial for models
planetary interiors.11

The EOS of the room-temperature solid has been de
mined to high accuracy by diffraction techniques to ma
mum pressures of 120 GPa.12–17However, less attention ha
been given to the fluid in static compression experiments
contrast, shock-compression EOS studies have probed
fluid Hugoniot to pressures in the 100-GPa range but at v
high temperatures~e.g., reaching.10 000 K at these pres
sures!. Early static pressure EOS studies on the fluid w
carried out using a differential manometer18 and volumetric
techniques19,20 to maximum pressures of a few gigapasca

a!Electronic mail: kiyoto@bk.tsukuba.ac.jp
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As an alternative to volumetric or diffraction methods, me
surement of thermodynamic properties that depend on
rivatives of P, V, and T ~e.g., sound velocity!, provide a
direct determination of the EOS and are especially applica
to the fluid. Mills and co-workers20 investigated the EOS o
fluid hydrogen by ultrasonic and volumetric techniques
P<2 GPa andT<307 K, and fit the data to a Benedict-typ
function. The EOS of the fluid was subsequently examin
by Brillouin scattering measurements of the sound veloc
as a function of pressure to 5.35 GPa.21,22 A significant de-
viation between the extrapolated Millset al. room-
temperature EOS was found.21 The accuracy of the Brillouin
data was subsequently questioned because of possible
tions of the gasket material with fluid hydrogen.23 Additional
Brillouin measurements were reported by Pratesiet al.,22

who derived a different functional form for the fluid hydro
gen density up to 5.35 GPa at room temperature.

These EOS determinations have provided a basis fo
variety of calculations and interpretations of phenomena
higher pressures and temperatures. The results were
with a Mie–Grüneisen model for pressures up to 100 G
and temperatures between 100 and 1000 K.5 Although the
authors claimed that all experimental data were reprodu
within 0.5%, the data available at that time were limited
P-T range ~for example, only below 2 GPa for fluid
hydrogen!.5 In addition, they used a modified van der Waa
equation~i.e., a correction to the ideal gas! for the EOS of
the fluid to simplify extrapolations to highP-T conditions
where no experimental data were available. Also, effect
pair potentials have been calculated to fit shock-wave dat
70 GPa.24,25 These potentials, including a modification
pair potentials originally fit to low pressure EOS data for t
solid ~to ,2.5 GPa!,26 required additional adjustment to fi
accurate x-ray diffraction data obtained to higher pressur14
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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10684 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 23, 15 June 2003 Matsuishi et al.
This type of effective potential was also used to exam
reported seismic observations for Jupiter, which in princi
contain a wealth of information on the interior structure
the planet.27–29 By combining data from synchrotron x-ra
diffraction and Brillouin scattering for the solid,30 a new ef-
fective pair potential for solid hydrogen was determined27

This function also reproduced independent highP-T shock
wave data. Using the effective pair potential, the sound
locity was extrapolated to the high-temperature fluid at
vian interior conditions to place constraints on models for
planet.27,28However, an effective pair potential derived fro
high-temperature data for the fluid phase is naturally p
ferred over that obtained from analysis of low-temperat
solid phase data in order to develop an accurate descrip
of the hot dense fluid.

Accurate EOS data for the fluid also provide an imp
tant baseline for understanding still higher pressure beha
Numerous theoretical studies of hydrogen at more extre
pressures have predicted anomalous behavior in therm
namic properties of the high density fluid~Refs. 9 and 31 and
references therein!. A shock-induced transformation into
conducting fluid has been reported for hydrogen7 and
deuterium.8,10 The need for accurate high-pressure EO
models for hydrogen has been revived in order to unders
these results. In addition, Hugoniot data have been repo
from gas gun,6,32 laser shock,8,33,34 and most recently mag
netic drives.35 However, discrepancies among these res
have been the subject of current controversy.8,33–40Examina-
tion of the P-V-T EOS of the fluid by static compressio
techniques beginning in the lowP-T range may shed light on
this problem. Moreover, measurements at these condit
are necessary for an accurate determination of the initial c
ditions in shock experiments on precompressed samples41

Static highP-T studies of hydrogen needed to addre
these issues have proven difficult, primarily because of pr
lems associated with containing the material in high-press
devices under these conditions. The melting curve of hyd
gen has been reported on the basis of visual observation
diamond-cell to 7.8 GPa and 373 K.42,43 More recently, Dat-
chi et al.44 extended the measurement of the melting curve
15 GPa usingP-T scan techniques. Here we report Brillou
scattering measurements of fluid and solid hydrogen (n-H2)
at high pressures from 1 to 13 GPa and temperatures f
293 to 526 K. The pressure dependence of melting was
rectly observed by Brillouin scattering. Compressional sou
velocity data for the fluid were used to determine a Bened
type EOS applicable for this phase in the measuredP-T
range. The temperature and pressure dependences of the
modynamic properties were then derived from the EOS.
examine the intermolecular potentials proposed previou
for hydrogen and discuss their validity for the fluid phase
this highP-T range. We focus our attention on the fluid pha
of hydrogen, preliminary results have been reported.45 Bril-
louin measurements for solid hydrogen will be presen
elsewhere together with complementary Raman data in o
to relate the elastic and vibrational properties for solid a
fluid hydrogen at theseP-T conditions.
Downloaded 27 Mar 2007 to 130.158.56.189. Redistribution subject to AI
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II. EXPERIMENT

Brillouin scattering experiments were carried out in
internally and externally heated Mao–Bell diamond-an
cell mounted with 600mm culet diamonds. Schematic view
of the heated diamond-anvil cell and the Brillouin scatteri
geometry are shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively. A
donut shaped furnace~20 mm in outer-diameter, 4 mm thick
ness! with a Pt-wire resistance heater46 was mounted around
the diamond on the piston of the cell. Temperatures w
measured with a Pt–Pt/10%Rh thermocouple placed v
close to the sample chamber~150mm diameter, 70mm thick-
ness! in preindented rhenium gaskets mounted between
culets of the diamonds. Temperature was also monitored
chromel-alumel thermocouple placed externally on the b
of the cylinder diamond. Both temperatures readings ty
cally agreed to within 2 K below 400 K and to within 4 K at
the highest temperatures, which was sufficient for this stu
Obtaining this level of temperature accuracy was crucia
this study, since the pressure was calibrated using the p
sure and temperature scale of theR1 line of ruby fluores-
cence from a ruby sphere~10 mm in diameter! located at the
edge of the gasket hole.

The temperature-induced electronic energy-level shift
theR1 line was calculated based on a model of a two-phon
Raman process;47

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic view of the experimental setup of the high tempe
ture diamond anvil cell in the Brillouin scattering configuration.~b! Scatter-
ing geometry in the sample chamber in an enlarged view~solid line, incident
light; short-dashed line, reflected light; long-dashed line, Brillouin scatter
signals!.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10685J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 23, 15 June 2003 Equation of state of fluid hydrogen
R1~T!2R1~0!5aS T

Td
D 4E

0

Td /T x3

ex21
dx. ~1!

Herea is the electron-phonon coupling constant, andTd is a
Debye temperature. We applied this form for theR1 line shift
from R1~293 K! usinga52419 cm21 andTd5760 K.48 In
this formula, the direct-process terms, which derive fro
transitions between 1 and 2 of the2E levels~split by 29 cm21

at room temperature! associated with the absorption or em
sion of a single phonon, are neglected. This formula has b
able to fit theR1 line shift well over a wide temperatur
range up to 700 K.47,49 Other authors have provided empir
cal fits for theR1 line shift with temperature.50–55Although
the use of Eq.~1! is cumbersome, it seems to be applicab
over a wider temperature range than the empirical forms.
pressure-induced shift was calibrated for quasihydrost
conditions.56 The pressure coefficient was assumed to
temperature independent in the presentP-T range.57 Using
the ruby pressure scale, the temperature uncertainty of
causes the pressure uncertainty of about 0.1 GPa at 50
Since the ruby fluorescence lines ofR1 andR2 broaden and
become more difficult to resolve as temperature increa
we fitted ruby fluorescence spectra with two Lorentzian l
profiles to obtain a preciseR1 peak wavelength. The cubi
equation inT was proposed for theR1 shift over the tem-
perature range 15–600 K by Raganet al.,54 and was able to

FIG. 2. Representative Brillouin scattering spectra of hydrogen from 34
491 K at P'8 GPa. The asterisks indicate Brillouin peaks from diamo
The compressional~i.e., longitudinal acoustic! modes of hydrogen on 90°
and 180°~back-scattering! geometries are labeled LA and LAbk , respec-
tively. The central peak is the Rayleigh scattering component. Features
the base of the Rayleigh peaks are artifacts arising from the acousto-
modulator which attenuates the laser intensity when scanning through
Rayleigh peak. The two spectra from the bottom were taken in the solid,
the others in the fluid.
Downloaded 27 Mar 2007 to 130.158.56.189. Redistribution subject to AI
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fit their data with very high confidence using line positio
of R1 obtained from Lorentzian fits to bothR1 andR2 lines.
We have confirmed that the temperature scale we used
the presentP-T range gives a slightly higher pressure th
the use of the cubic equation~at most 2.3%, but typically
about 1%!. However, this is approximately the same as t
uncertainty in pressure associated with possible tempera
errors discussed above.

Ruby fluorescence and Brillouin measurements w
performed simultaneously using the same excitation;
ruby fluorescence shift was measured twice during acqu
tion of a Brillouin spectrum to confirm that the pressure d
not vary during the measurement of the spectrum. It sho
be noted that the laser beam was focused on the sample
position far from the ruby sphere to avoid local heati
through absorption of the laser light by the ruby, which cou
cause a considerable error in determining temperature as
as pressure.

We typically began each run by setting the diamond c
at the desired pressure at room temperature, and then ra
the temperature up to 530 K. After slowly cooling the cell
room temperature, we set it to another pressure, and
followed another temperature run. It should be noted t
pressure unintentionally varied as temperature was rai
particularly at melting points. We performed five sets of e
periments;~1! initially at 4.6 GPa, and varied between 4
and 6.3 GPa;~2! at 6.7 GPa, 6.7–7.3 GPa;~3! at 8.0 GPa,
7.5–8.3 GPa;~4! at 10.3 GPa, 9.9–10.9 GPa; and~5! at 12.7
GPa, 12.0–13.8 GPa. At high pressures and temperatures
rhenium gasket tended to degrade as a result of reaction
hydrogen.58 However, we confirmed that rhenium did no
dissolve in fluid hydrogen causing possible shifts in the B
louin signal from the sample.

Brillouin spectra were measured with a six-pass tand
Fabry–Perot interferometer. The 514.5 nm line from an A1

laser was used as the excitation source. Details for the h
pressure Brillouin experiments can be found in Ref. 59. B
louin data were collected using a 90° scattering geome
~see Fig. 1!, probing the sound wave direction parallel to th
diamond culets. For the 90° scattering geometry in an o
cally isotropic material, the compressional~longitudinal!
sound velocityU can be obtained byU5n90l0 /&, where
n90 is the Brillouin frequency shift, andl0 is the wavelength
of the incident light. In this geometry,U is independent of
the refractive index of the medium. There is also a la
beam reflected from the output diamond anvil that serves
incident light, giving a back-scattering signal~180° scatter-
ing geometry! as shown in Fig. 1~b!. In the 180° scattering
the sound wave direction is not parallel to the diamond
lets. The Brillouin frequency shiftn180 is related toU by U
5n180l0 /(2n), wheren is the refractive index of the me
dium assumed to be optically isotropic. Bothn90 and n180

can be detected simultaneously.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Brillouin scattering spectra

Figure 2 shows a representative temperature depend
of Brillouin spectra atP'8.0 GPa. In the experiment, th
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10686 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 23, 15 June 2003 Matsuishi et al.
pressure changed as temperature was raised. The longitu
acoustic ~compressional! mode of hydrogen, the stronge
peak in the figure, shifted abruptly to a lower frequen
when temperature was raised from 364 to 376 K, indicat
the melting of solid hydrogen. It should be noticed that t
fluid mode started to be observed at 7.9 GPa, 364 K.
temperature variation during the Brillouin measurement w
about 2 K. Because of two phase coexistence under the
choric conditions of the experiments, we infer that melti
takes place at 36461.0 K at 7.9 GPa. After the melting wa
completed, the pressure jumped to 8.3 GPa. The shear w
peak for the solid was not detected. Weak but apprecia
back-scattering signals for the fluid were observed, as in
cated in the figure.

B. Melting curve

The melting point (Tm,Pm) defined as the temperatur
and the pressure at which the Brillouin peak for flu
hydrogen appears is plotted on ourP-T range in Fig. 3.
The melting curve of hydrogen has been determined
to 373 K by Diatschenkoet al.,43 and was fit to a modified
Simon–Glatzel equation:Pm520.0514911.70231024(Tm

19.689)1.8077. Recently, the melting curve was extended
525 K and 15 GPa by direct visualization of melting
samples and optical techniques.44 The results were fit to
Simon–Glatzel and Kechin equations: Pm51.63
31024Tm

1.824 and Tm514.025(11Pm/0.0286)0.589exp(24.6
31023 Pm). The previously proposed melting lines are al
shown in the figure. Our melting data are in reasonably g
agreement with the extrapolation by the modified Simo
Glatzel equation from Ref. 43, and deviate slightly from t
Simon–Glatzel and Kechin equations from Ref. 44. Extra
lation of the proposed Kechin equation predicts that the m
ing curve of hydrogen would exhibit a maximumTm of 1100

FIG. 3. Melting curve of hydrogen. Solid circles, present Brillouin scatt
ing data; thick solid line, modified Simon–Glatzel equation fit from D
atschenkoet al. ~Ref. 43!; dashed line, extrapolation of the modifie
Simon–Glatzel equation; thin solid line and dotted line, Kechin and Simo
Glatzel equations, respectively, by Datchiet al. ~Ref. 44!. The horizontal
error bar is due to possible temperature misreading estimated by the
perature difference between two thermocouples at different positions,
the temperature variation during Brillouin measurements. The vertical e
bar is drawn by the pressure uncertainty caused by the temperature er
the ruby pressure and temperature scale.
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K at Pm5128 GPa,44 which implies that the fluid become
denser than the solid on melting above that pressure. Su
quent measurements from our laboratory to 75 GPa60 are
consistent with the data reported in Ref. 44 and indicat
possible melting maximum at even lower pressure and t
perature using the Kechin formulation. However, other fits
the data do not predict a melting point maximum.60 Accurate
determination of the melting line in the higher pressure ran
is required to test this prediction.

C. Equation of state

The sound velocity data for the fluid obtained from t
Brillouin spectra are tabulated in Table I. We first compar
our sound velocity data with the extrapolated values of so
velocity calculated using the Benedict-type EOS deriv

-

–

m-
us
or
r in

TABLE I. Sound velocity data for fluid hydrogen obtained in the prese
work. The estimated experimental uncertainty inU is about 1.5% at 293 K
and 1.7% at high temperatures.

T
~K!

P
~GPa!

U, Sound velocity
~km/s!

293 1.19 5.16
293 1.6 5.77
293 2.13 6.33
293 2.57 6.72
293 2.6 6.73
293 3.2 7.14
293 3.39 7.33
293 3.8 7.46
293 4.5 7.90
293 4.58 8.04
293 4.9 8.25
293 5.03 8.28
366 7.92 9.29
376 8.34 9.38
390 8.28 9.35
409 8.18 9.32
430 8.02 9.28
448 7.84 9.24
468 7.67 9.19
491 7.47 9.12
343 7.11 8.98
356 7.16 9.03
371 7.15 9.04
395 7.21 9.07
412 7.26 9.08
432 7.24 9.10
453 7.27 9.10
478 7.07 9.09
497 6.99 9.07
445 10.81 10.31
449 10.72 10.3
463 10.84 10.22
486 10.1 10.16
501 9.89 10.08
489 12.64 10.72
496 12.42 10.68
510 12.0 10.6
335 4.94 8.25
367 5.5 8.49
400 5.96 8.72
440 6.24 8.88
485 6.42 8.94
526 6.32 8.92
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10687J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 23, 15 June 2003 Equation of state of fluid hydrogen
from the previously reported volume and ultrasonic veloc
data at temperatures from 75 to 307 K and pressures from
to 2 GPa.20 We found that the extrapolation from their EO
deviates significantly from our data at 293–526 K at hi
pressures. Note that the deviation starts around 1.5 G
while our data and those of Pratesiet al.22 below 1.5 GPa at
room temperature are in good agreement. This lower p
sure EOS overestimates the sound velocity by 8.9% at
GPa and 343 K, and 10.9% at 12.6 GPa and 489 K, c
pared with our data~i.e., the deviation increases with pre
sure!. This implies that fluid hydrogen is much softer than
predicted by theP-V-T EOS obtained below 2 GPa and 30
K. This is consistent with previous findings regarding t
extrapolation of lower pressure EOS to higher pressure
the solid hydrogen.14,16 For example, effective intermolecu
lar potentials derived from low-pressure properties of so
hydrogen at 4 K up to 2.6 GPacould not explain the higher
pressure properties and solid hydrogen is more compres
than is predicted by previously proposed intermolecular
tentials.

Several types of EOS have been proposed for fluids,
have a variety of strengths and limitations with regard to
kinds of substances and range of conditions to which e
may be applied.61 Some of them are in a form that is simpl
for thermodynamic calculations~integrations!. The Benedict
equation62 has been used successfully to describe the EO
fluid hydrogen inP<2 GPa,T<307 K, and offered a good
description in thermodynamic properties.20 Hence, we deter-
mined a Benedict type ofP-V-T EOS,

V~P,T!5 (
m51

3

(
n522

2

An,mTn/2P2m/3, ~2!

for fluid hydrogen for P<15 GPa, T<550 K by least-
squares fitting made simultaneously to the Brillouin sou
velocity data and to the volume and ultrasonic velocity d
available over the range 75,T,600 K and 0.07,P
,2 GPa.5,18–20,63,64 In this fitting procedure, the velocity
U(P,T) was calculated from the volumeV(P,T) given by
Eq. ~2! using the thermodynamic equation:

U~P,T!5V~P,T!F2M H S ]V~P,T!

]P D
T

1
T@~]V~P,T!/]T!P#2

CP~P,T! J G21/2

, ~3!

where M is the molecular weight. Here, we calculated t
heat capacity at constant pressure,CP(P,T), from

CP~P,T!5CP0
~T!2TE

P0

P S ]2V~P,T!

]T2 D
P

dP, ~4!

where we usedCP0
(T)50.1084T27.4519T0.51205.774

21617.14T20.514394.09T21 (J/mole K), which was ob-
tained by fitting to the heat capacity data in 80–800 K
P050.1 GPa.64

The experimentalVexp(P,T) and Uexp(P,T), were com-
bined to give a best-fit Benedict-type EOS by minimizing t
sumS of 264 data points (l 5140, k5124) according to
Downloaded 27 Mar 2007 to 130.158.56.189. Redistribution subject to AI
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1(
j 51
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wjU12
Vexp~Pj ,Tj !

V~Pj ,Tj !
U2

. ~5!

Here,w is the weight that should be proportional to the i
verse square of the standard deviation for each data p
We assumed that the standard deviations are proportion
the experimental uncertainty,s8, in each measurement. I
our fitting, we used previously reported data for sound
locity at 0.26–1.93 GPa and 88–295 K~53 data points! by
Mills et al.,20,63 at 1.0–5.3 GPa at 293 K~17 points! by
Pratesiet al.,22 and at 0.07 and 0.1 GPa at 60–500 K~27
points! by Vargaftik et al.,64 together with our data in this
work at 1.2–13 GPa and 293–526 K~43 data points!. For
volume data, we used 53 data points at 0.26–1.93 GPa
88–295 K by Mills et al.,20,63 32 data points at 0.07–0.2
GPa and 173–423 K by Michelset al.,18 25 data points at
0.1–0.65 GPa and 298–423 K by Tsikliset al.,19 13 data
points at 0.1 GPa at 160–550 K by Vargaftiket al.,64 and one
data point at 5.36 GPa at 300 K obtained using the Vi
EOS for solid hydrogen14 plus DVm at this melting point.5

DVm is the volume change atTm. The inclusion of the ad-
ditional datum at 5.36 GPa at 300 K for volume is prefera
to fill in the high-pressure region, since the experimen
volume data for the fluid are limited to below 2 GPa on sta
compression. This volume datum is derived from accur
experimental density determination in the solid14 and from a
functional form obtained from the fit to experimental an
theoretical data forDVm as a function of volume of the solid
on the melting line.5 The uncertainty inDVm at 5.36 GPa at
300 K5 corresponds to about 0.5% of the volume of the so
at this melting point. Thus this data point provides a che
on the validity of the EOS given by the fit.

It should be noted that the data points used for the fitt
are not spread uniformly over the wideP-T range but tend to
weight more heavily certain regions. Thus, to correct
nonuniformity of the data set in theP-T range, we also
weighted each term of the sum of Eq.~5! by the relative
coverage of each data point on theP-T plane~i.e., the inverse
of the relative density,d, of data points on a limitedP-T
range!. The weights,w, used for the least-squares fitting a
tabulated in Table II together withs8 and d. The values of
s8 were either taken from literature or assumed based
their experimental techniques. Use of this fitting routine
the wide pressure and temperature range would lead us
poorer EOS at P,2 GPa and T,300 K relative to that of
Mills et al.20 However, our goal is not to revise the Mill
et al. EOS but to extend the fluid hydrogen EOS to high
pressures and temperatures while at the same time givi
reasonably good form~<1% average deviation inV andU!
even at low pressures and temperatures.

Only 9 of the 15 coefficients,An,m , in Eq. ~2! were used
and adjusted to give best-fits to the experimental data
proper convergence. The obtained best-fit parameters,An,m ,
are tabulated in Table III. The temperature dependence
volume along several isobars was calculated from Eq.~2!
using the best-fit parameters, and is shown in Fig. 4. T
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 27 Ma
TABLE II. Weights used in our weighted least-squares fits to derive the Benedict-type ofP-V-T EOS for fluid
hydrogen.N is the number of data points,s8 is the experimental uncertainty,d is the relative density of data
points on theP-T range, andw is the weight. The weights are relative values that are proportional to 1/s82 and
1/d.

P-T range N s8 ~%! d w

Sound velocity
This work 1.2–5.0 GPa, 293 K 12 1.5 1 1

4.6–13 GPa, 300–530 K 31 1.7 0.2 3.9
Mills et al.

~Refs. 20 and 63!
0.26–1.93 GPa, 88–295 K 53 0.4 2.7 5.2

Pratesiet al.
~Ref. 22!

1.0–5.3 GPa, 293 K 17 1.5 1 1

Vargaftik et al. 0.07–0.1 GPa, 60–300 K 19 0.5 4 2.2
~Ref. 64! 0.07–0.1 GPa, 350–500 K 8 1.0 2 1.1

Volume
Mills et al.

~Refs. 20 and 63!
0.26–1.93 GPa, 88–295 K 53 0.4 2.7 5.2

Michels et al.
~Ref. 18!

0.07–0.26 GPa, 173–423 K 32 0.1 15 15

Tsiklis et al.
~Ref. 19!

0.1–0.65 GPa, 298–423 K 25 0.3 6 4.2

Vargaftik et al. 0.1 GPa, 60–300 K 8 0.5 2 4.5
~Ref. 64! 0.1 GPa, 350–550 K 5 1.0 1 2.2

Solid EOS1DVm

~Refs. 5 and 14!
5.36 GPa, 300 K 1 0.5 0.2 45
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deviation of the experimental data from the best-fit EOS
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for the sound velocity and the v
ume, respectively. Our EOS for fluid hydrogen is found to
within a total average deviation of 0.84% from the volum
data and 1.02% from the sound velocity data in thisP-T
range. Here, the total average deviation is defined as (l )
3$( i 51

l u$Uexp(Pi ,Ti)2U(Pi ,Ti)%/U(Pi ,Ti)u% for the sound ve-
locity data, likewise for the volume data. Our EOS is fair
satisfactory, even though we covered a wideT andP range
for the fitting, including many data points at low pressur
below 1 GPa. The low pressure data at 0.1 GPa from Var
tik et al.64 exhibit large deviation from our EOS especially
high temperatures above 350 K. The Vargaftiket al. data are
also largely discrepant with the extrapolation of the EOS
Mills et al.20 toward high temperatures. We suggest that
high temperature data from Ref. 64 have appreciable er
due to experimental difficulties with the measurements
that time.

Figure 7 compares the EOS derived in the present st
with results previously reported for fluid hydrogen at roo
temperature. The sound velocity calculated from the E
obtained in this work fits the experimental data very we
while the extrapolation of the EOS by Millset al.20 deviates

TABLE III. Values of the best-fit parameters in the Benedict-type ofP-V-T
EOS given by Eq.~2! for fluid hydrogen. The units, cm3/mole, GPa, and K,
are used forV, P, andT, respectively, in Eq.~2!.

n An,1 An,2 An,3

22 0 0 75.3598
21 37.862 0 225.0872
0 15.2894 28.28279 3.14718
1 0 0 0
2 20.004 213 28 0.013 156 4 0.002 104 69
r 2007 to 130.158.56.189. Redistribution subject to AI
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significantly from the data at high pressures. The power l
dependence,U52.25P0.317, given by Brodyet al.,21 signifi-
cantly underestimates the sound velocity. Both the extra
lation of the EOS by Millset al.20 and the data from Prates
et al.22 give lower density than the EOS of the present stu
~Fig. 7 inset!. They underestimate the density at the melti
point, compared with the experimental value indicated by
solid square. On the other hand, the EOS given in Ref.
overestimates the density. Our EOS shows a better ag
ment with the experimental value for density at the melti
point at room temperature. However, our EOS differs fro
that by Mills et al. by 1.6% in volume at room temperatur
and 2 GPa, which is more than the stated average devia
~about 0.7%! of the latter EOS. Millset al.20 state that at the

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of volume along several isobars for
hydrogen calculated from the Benedict-type EOS with the best-fit par
eters listed in Table III.
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10689J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 23, 15 June 2003 Equation of state of fluid hydrogen
extrema of their dataset~temperatures 75 K or pressures of
GPa! whereP-T conditions were farthest from the point o
normalization, an individual molar volume could stray b
over 1%. In addition, the data were not spread uniform
over their experimentalP-T range but tended to weight mor
heavily certain regions. Thus, the uncertainty in their E
near the 2.0 GPa could be much larger than the ave
deviation of their EOS.

Although clearly beyond the expected range of extra
lation for our Benedict-type EOS, it is of interest to compa
our EOS withP-V-T data at extremely high pressures a
temperatures where shock compression experiments a
variety of ab initio calculations have been carried out. T
volume at 3360 K for shock-compressed liquid hydrogen
11.3 GPa6 is larger than that extrapolated from our EOS

FIG. 5. Deviation of the experimentally derived sound velocity,Uexp, from
the values calculated using the best-fit Benedict-type EOS,U. The deviation
is defined as (Uexp2U)/U. d, present study;s, Refs. 20 and 63;,, Ref. 22;
and ., Ref. 64. Vertical bars are drawn from each data point to the ze
surface to indicate the position~T,P! and the distance in a perspective vie
The thick solid line denotes the melting curve. The average relative de
tion is 1.02%, 0.89%, 1.15%, and 1.16% ford, s, ,, and., respectively.
Downloaded 27 Mar 2007 to 130.158.56.189. Redistribution subject to AI
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1.1%, which is considered fairly good agreement. On
other hand, comparison with the results of density functio
calculations at 1000 K28 shows that the volumes extrapolate
from our EOS are larger than those calculated atP538 and
230 GPa by 14% and 17%, respectively. In comparison
tight-binding molecular dynamic simulations,66 the extrapo-
lation of our EOS gives a volume within 4% at 19 GPa a
4500 K, and a smaller volume by 42% at 73 GPa and 50
K. Path-integral quantum Monte Carlo calculations67 and
linear-mixing model calculations68 at 5000 K and V
56 cm3/mol have given the pressures of 79 and 28 G
respectively. In comparison to them, the volume extrapola
from our EOS is smaller by 65% than the former, and
16% than the latter. Deviations of extrapolation of our EO

-

a-

FIG. 6. Deviation of the volume data,Vexp, from the best-fit Benedict EOS
V. The deviation is defined as (Vexp2V)/V; s, Refs. 20 and 63;,, Ref. 18;
d, Ref. 19;., Ref. 64; andj, the value estimated using the Vinet-typ
EOS for solidn-H2 at 300 K14 plus the volume change at the melting
DVm .5 Vertical bars are drawn from each data point to the zero-surfac
indicate the position~T,P! and the distance in a perspective view. The thi
solid line denotes the melting curve. The average relative deviation
1.02%, 0.60%, 0.67%, 1.05% and 1.19% fors, ,, d, ., and j,
respectively.
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from the above calculations become more significant at
ther higher temperatures or pressures where the dissoci
to the high-density monatomic–metallic fluid is predicted
take place.68 It should also be noted that our EOS exhib
unphysical irregularity when extrapolated to the highP-T
range above 30 GPa and 5000 K.

D. Refractive index

For an isotropic medium the ratio ofn180 to n90,
n180/n905&n, determines the value of the refractive ind
n. By combining the back-scattering and 90° scattering s
nals, we obtained the refractive index for fluid hydrogen
1.2 to 8.3 GPa and 293 to 491 K~see Table IV!. In Fig. 8~a!,
the refractive index is plotted as a function of density,
gether with room temperature data from Refs. 30 and
Here, the density was obtained from the EOS describe
the previous section~Sec. III C!. The refractive index,n, in-
creases with density,r, following roughly the linear equation
n51.011.61r, as shown in the figure. The refractive inde
is related to the polarizability,a, by the Lorentz–Lorenz re
lation:

~n221!

~n212!
5

4

3
pS NA

V Da, ~6!

whereNA is the Avogadro’s number. Using Eq.~6!, we esti-
mateda and plotted it as a function ofr in Fig. 8~b!.

The refractive index for the solid has been determin
by interference fringe measurements at 5 K up to 37GPa;69

the results were later corrected in Ref. 70. The index w
also obtained by Brillouin scattering at room temperature

FIG. 7. Sound velocity as a function of pressure at room temperature
fluid hydrogen.d, present study;,, Ref. 22;h, Ref. 21; The solid line is
calculated from the EOS of Eq.~2! using Eqs.~3! and ~4! with the best-fit
parameters listed in Table III. The dashed line is from the EOS by M
et al. ~Ref. 20! and its extrapolation. The dotted line isU52.25P0.317 ~P in
kbar! given in Ref. 21. The inset shows the pressure dependence of de
r, at room temperature. Solid line, EOS in the present study; dashed
EOS by Mills et al. and its extrapolation; dotted line,r50.0577P0.366

20.0006~r in g/cm3, P in kbar! given in Ref. 65; long dash-dotted line
r568.978P0.321897~r in mol/l, P in GPa! from Ref. 22; andj, the value
obtained from the Vinet-type EOS for solidn-H2 at room temperature~Ref.
14! ~shown by the thick solid line above 5.35 GPa! plus the volume change
at the melting~Ref. 5!.
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to 25 GPa.30,65 Shimizuet al.65 estimateda as a function of
pressure and found that the polarizability of hydrogen w
pressure insensitive, remaining at a constant value of 8
310225 cm3 in the fluid phase, while it dropped discontinu
ously at the fluid–solid phase transition and then decrea
continuously with further increase in pressure in the solid
decrease ina with density was also observed by van Straa
et al.70 for solid hydrogen above 1.5 GPa at 5 K~above

or

ity,
e,

TABLE IV. Refractive indexn of fluid hydrogen obtained in the presen
work. The estimated error inn is about 2.0%.

T
~K!

P
~GPa!

n
Refractive index

293 1.19 1.256
293 3.20 1.341
293 3.40 1.347
376 8.34 1.443
390 8.28 1.445
409 8.18 1.443
430 8.02 1.438
448 7.84 1.434
468 7.67 1.429
491 7.47 1.424
343 7.11 1.423
356 7.16 1.424
371 7.15 1.429
395 7.21 1.424
412 7.26 1.423
432 7.24 1.418
453 7.27 1.422
478 7.07 1.417

FIG. 8. ~a! Refractive index and~b! polarizability as a function of density
for fluid hydrogen. The polarizability was obtained fromn and V(P,T)
described in Sec. III C using the Lorentz–Lorenz relation of Eq.~6!. Solid
circles, present study at 1.2<P<8.3 GPa and 293<T<491 K; open circles
and squares, room temperature data from Refs. 30 and 65, respectively
data forn are fitted ton51.011.61r, as shown by the solid line in~a!. The
dashed line in~b! is from Ref. 70 for the solid at 5 K.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10691J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 23, 15 June 2003 Equation of state of fluid hydrogen
0.184 g/cm3 in density!. Although effects of optical anisot
ropy have to be taken into account forn in the solid phase,
they were neglected in the previous work on solid hydrog
This may lead to some errors on their estimation ofa as a
function of r. Here we extend the plot ofa versusr to a
higher density region for fluid hydrogen using our data fon
at high P-T and the more accurate EOS available now.
shown in Fig. 8~b!, the polarizability of hydrogen decrease
with density even in the fluid phase, which is in contrast w
the previous findings. Our result for the fluid phase is r
sonably in agreement with the revised result obtained for
solid by van Straatenet al.70 ~shown by the dashed line i
the figure!, even though their data have considerably la
uncertainties due to their determination ofn and neglect of
optical anisotropy.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of sound velocity along several isoba
fluid hydrogen calculated from the EOS of Eq.~2! using Eqs.~3! and ~4!
with the best-fit parameters listed in Table III.
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E. Thermodynamic properties

Using the EOS for fluid hydrogen, we calculated t
pressure and temperature dependences of thermodyn
properties such as isobaric thermal expansion coeffic
aP5V21(]V/]T)P , isothermal and adiabatic compressibi
ties xT52V21(]V/]P)T and xS5V/MU2, heat capacities
at constant pressureCP @from Eq. ~4!# and at constant vol-
ume CV5CPxS /xT , and heat capacity ratiog5CP /CV

5xT /xS . The velocityU is plotted as a function of tempera
ture along several isobars from 0.1 to 14 GPa in Fig. 9. T
curves are terminated at the freezing line calculated by
extrapolation of the modified Simon–Glatzel equation fro
Ref. 43 described in Sec. III B. Although the temperatu
coefficient of sound velocity in the isobars, (]U/]T)P , is
small, U exhibits an intriguing temperature dependence.
low pressures below 6 GPa,U decreases with an increase
temperature, and then begins to increase with tempera
This trend is consistent with the data in Ref. 64. The tu
around temperatureTt increases with an increase in pressu
i.e., Tt5210, 285, 300, 335, and 490 at 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, an
GPa, respectively. Above 6 GPa, the sound velocity
creases slightly and monotonically with an increase in te
perature in the measuredP-T range. Similar plots ofaP , xT ,
CP , andCV are presented along several isobars in Fig.
The heat capacity ratiog5CP /CV , which is related to the
dynamic structure factor, is a particularly important therm
dynamic quantity, asg can be used generally to obtain th
sound velocity along isotherms from theP-V EOS. The val-
ues forg are plotted as a function of temperature along ei
isobars from 0.5 to 14 GPa in Fig. 11~a! and as a function of
pressure along nine isotherms from 150 to 600 K in F
11~b!. Along the isobars,g is close to 1.0 at the melting
points ~where the curves terminate in the figure!, and in-
creases with temperature. Along the isotherms, theg curves
follow a smooth trend, dropping with increasing pressures

for
of
-

t,

-
t

.

FIG. 10. Temperature dependences
thermodynamic properties along iso
bars for fluid hydrogen calculated
from the best-fit EOS of Eq.~2!. ~a!
Isobaric thermal expansion coefficien
aP ; ~b! isothermal compressibility,
xT ; ~c! heat capacity at constant pres
sure,CP ; ~d! heat capacity at constan
volume CV . Solid circles in ~c! de-
notes experimental data from Ref. 64
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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to the freezing point before they reach 1.0. The extrapola
of g toward lower pressures gives good agreement with
values of hydrogen gas at atmospheric pressure;g51.38 at
300 K andg51.40 at 400 K.71

F. Intermolecular potential

Accurate studies of theP-V EOS of solid hydrogen a
high pressures and room temperature~beginning at 5.4 GPa!
have been performed with single-crystal diffraction.12–16

High-pressureP-V EOS and elasticity data14,30 provided an
important basis for evaluating effective pair potentials p
posed for solid hydrogen.14,27 Effective pair potentials de
rived from low-pressure properties of the solid at 4 K up
2.6 GPa26 and from dynamic compression data for the fluid32

provided a poor fit to the properties of the solid~e.g., up to
;30 GPa!.14,27 As discussed above, fluid hydrogen is al
softer than predicted previously by theP-V-T EOS for pres-
sures below 2 GPa, suggesting that short range correctio
the intermolecular potential would be needed at high pr
sures and temperatures. Accordingly, it is useful to exam
effective pair potentials appropriate for fluid hydrogen us
our P-V-T EOS results up to 15 GPa and 550 K.

We examine three effective pair potentials for hydrog
previously proposed to fit experimental data for the mate
in both the solid and fluid states. In so doing, we also exa
ine the broader question of whether a state-independen
tential can fit the available data for both phases. An isotro
pair potential with a pair-wise~sphericalized! treatment of
the Axilrod–Teller three-body term was developed by S

FIG. 11. ~a! Heat capacity ratio,g5CP /CV , as a function of temperature
along isobars, and~b! g as a function of pressure along isotherms for flu
hydrogen.
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vera and Goldman26 to fit experimental data for low-densit
solid hydrogen at 4 K up to 2.6GPa. The Silvera–Goldman
~SG! potential is given by the form

VSG~r !5exp~a2br 2gr 2!2S C6

r 6 1
C8

r 8 1
C10

r 10 D f ~r !

1
C9

r 9 f ~r !, ~7!

where f (r ) is the damping function:

f ~r !5expF2S 1.28r m

r
21D 2G , r ,1.28r m ,

51.0, r>1.28r m . ~8!

Here r is the intermolecular spacing, andr m is the potential
well minimum (r m56.444 bohr). The parameters in Eq.~7!
are given as follows: a51.713, b51.5671, g59.93
31023, C6512.14,C852.1523102, C951.4313102, and
C1054.81393103 atomic units. TheC9 term contains the
sphericalized Axilrod–Teller contribution. The SG potent
successfully reproduced fluid isotherms of hydrogen from
to 300 K up to 2.0 GPa20 and the melting curve to 5.7
GPa42,72 but could not predict the Hugoniot curves by sho
experiments.24,32 Hence Rosset al.24,25 proposed a modified
effective potential~Ross–Ree–Young, RRY! by softening
the SG potential at short range as follows:

VRRY~r !5VSG~r !, r>r C ,

5A exp@2B~r 2r C!2C~r 2r C!22D~r 2r C!3

2E~r 2r C!3~r 2r 1!#, r ,r C , ~9!

where A53.98823310214 erg, B54.76940 Å21, C
52.25457 Å22, D50.955189 Å23, E50.248158 Å24, r 1

51.2 Å, and r C52.55 Å. Calculation of the EOS for the
solid with this potential, however, significantly overes
mated the pressure over the range measured in subse
single-crystal x-ray and neutron diffraction experiments
30 GPa.13–15 This indicated that the effective potential wa
either strongly state- or temperature-dependent~rendering
untenable the notion and utility of an effective potential a
proach!. Alternatively, further softening of the potential wa
required to fit both the static and dynamic compression d
A further correction to the SG potential that fit to the x-ra
diffraction data was examined together with room
temperature sound velocity data for the solid.30 This potential
~called Hemley–Silvera–Goldman, HSG! was also shown27

to give an excellent fit to both single- and double-sho
Hugoniot data.32 The HSG represents the effective isotrop
pair-wise interactions by including many-body terms impl
itly in the form

VHSG~r !5VSG~r !1VSR~r !, ~10!

whereVSR(r ) is the potential for anad hocshort-range term
given by

VSR~r !5a1~r 2r c!
31a2~r 2r c!

6, r<r c ,

50, r .r c . ~11!
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The parameters used area154.21331024 hartree/bohr3,
a2528.62431025 hartree/bohr6, and r c55.2912 bohr.
The three effective pair potentials described above w
compared to experimental data obtained by both static c
pression of the solid and shock-wave data for the fluid.27

We now compare our experimentally derived EOS
fluid hydrogen in theP-T range of the present studies wi
the predictions of calculations using the three above po
tials using fluid perturbation theory73 ~see also Ref. 27!. In
Fig. 12, the EOS calculated from the fluid perturbati
theory using the SG, RRY, and HSG potentials are compa
with the Benedict-type EOS derived experimentally for flu
hydrogen along isotherms at 300, 400, and 550 K from 4
15 GPa. As is seen clearly, the SG and RRY potentials g
significant deviations from the experimental EOS as press
increases along these isotherms. On the other hand, the
perimental EOS is reproduced reasonably well using
HSG potential above 6 GPa.

Figure 13 shows the volume calculated using the th
potentials together with the experimental EOS as a func
of temperature from the melting line to 600 K along isoba
at 1, 3, 6, and 13 GPa. As may be expected, the SG and
potentials give fairly good fits at lowP-T ~for example, be-
low 300 K at 1 GPa!, but there are differences with th
experimental EOS at the highP-T range. Above 6 GPa, th

FIG. 12. Comparison of the Benedict-type EOS derived for fluid hydro
in the present study with those calculated by fluid perturbation theory u
the~a! SG,~b! RRY, and~c! HSG potentials along the isotherms at 300, 40
and 550 K. Solid lines are for the experimental EOS, and dashed line
the calculations. The dash-dot line denotes the Vinet-type EOS for s
hydrogen at room temperature given in Ref. 14.
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HSG potential gives a good fit over a wide temperatu
range. Although further improvement could be sought,
comparison indicates that the HSG potential is a useful
scription of the effective intermolecular interactions for t
fluid in the givenP-T range.

Since the HSG potential was shown to fit high-press
x-ray data at room temperature for the solid phase~i.e., with
quasiharmonic lattice dynamics calculations14!, the good
agreement for the fluid phase above 6 GPa up to 600 K
well indicates that at least in thisP-T range an effective,
state-independent pair potential can be used to describe
EOS and therefore other thermodynamic properties. Ho
ever, we emphasize that none of the potentials can reprod
satisfactorily our experimental EOS in the high temperat
range at low pressures~i.e., for low-density fluid!. The cal-
culation using the potentials underestimates the volume
more than 1.5% at 450 K at 1 GPa compared with the
perimentally derived EOS. Our EOS is within 0.6% volum
deviation from Michels’ data at 0.07–0.3 GPa and 173–4
K and within 0.7% deviation from Tsiklis’ data at 0.1–0.6
GPa and 298–423 K. Thus, the discrepancy between exp
mental and calculated EOS at high temperatures at low p
sures is not within the error, and provides another constr
on determination of the intermolecular potential. Differenc
at this level point to the possible limitations in the use
temperature- and state-independent potentials that ne
differences in rotational, vibrational, and even electro
properties in different regions of pressure and temperatu
Indeed, at highP-T conditions reached in shock experimen
there is a need to include partial dissociation and change
electronic properties. Within theP-T range of the presen
study, however, the agreement between the measurem
and the calculations~i.e., with the HSG potential! indicate
that major changes in the bonding properties of hydrogen
not occur.

n
g

or
id

FIG. 13. Temperature dependence of volume along isobars calculated
the SG, RRY, and HSG potentials. Long-dash line, SG; dash-dot line, R
short-dash line, HSG. The solid lines are from the Benedict-type EOS
rived for fluid hydrogen in the present study.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the temperature dependence
the sound velocity of fluid hydrogen (n-H2) by Brillouin
measurements at high pressures~1 to 13 GPa! and tempera-
tures~293–526 K!. From sound velocity data together wit
existing volume and ultrasonic velocity data at low pressu
and temperatures, we determined a Benedict-typeP-V-T
EOS valid up to 15 GPa and 550 K for fluid hydrogen w
an average deviation of 1.0% from the existing experimen
data. Using the EOS, we calculated the pressure and
perature dependences of thermodynamic properties, inc
ing thermal expansion coefficient, isothermal and adiab
compressibilities, heat capacities at constant volumeCV and
at constant pressureCp , and heat capacity ratiog
5Cp /CV . Comparison of the EOS with the volume calc
lated using different effective pair potentials using fluid p
turbation theory leads us to conclude that the HSG poten
is a useful description of intermolecular interactions for flu
hydrogen in thisP-T range. The discrepancies provide a
other constraint on determination of the effective interm
lecular potential, although its use over a wideP-T range
would likely require the incorporation of additional channe
such as dissociation.
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